Borrower Satisfaction

A Business Case for
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or eight years we’ve
been refining what
drives higher borrower satisfaction and
higher profitability lending through our client benchmarking study.
Of the Five Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) we track
(Productivity, Velocity, Costto-Close, Pull Through and
Borrower Share), Velocity is
the metric most closely monitored by managers. They know
getting borrowers to the closing table faster gives them a leg
up in a competitive market.
Higher velocity, too, is the key
to borrower satisfaction, according to a recent J.D. Power
survey.
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Astute lenders also know that two
great things will come from quick turnaround times: happier borrowers and
higher profits.
Velocity simply measures the time—
in days—from application to closing,
and can be a powerful indicator of your
team’s Productivity.
IMPROVING VELOCITY
So when one of our clients asked how
they could improve their current Velocity rate, we enlisted the help of secondyear MBA students from University of
Virginia’s Darden School of Business to

explore optimization improvements to
their technology and lending process.
Using Design Thinking methodology
to identify and solution for improving
Velocity, here is what they found:
1. Transparency is key.
Precious time that was slowing velocity
was largely due to a lack of understanding around each employee’s role in loan
production.
Employees tended to disconnect
when they believed a task was outside
their responsibility. As a result, loans
were getting kicked back upstream,
which often led to asking borrowers for
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The best way to learn and feel connected to something is through practice and active participation, which is
why an effective rotational program
produces great results. By cross-training your team, they’ll be more effective
at their jobs.
Loan Officers, for example, will have
a better understanding of what underwriting will require to approve the loan.
Also, your team can pivot as volume
fluctuates, which will relieve bottlenecks in the process and increase productivity.
Technology is a game-changing application that increases transparency,
ultimately shaving days off the closing
calendar by bringing everyone involved
in the loan to the proverbial table to facilitate the safe loading and transfer of
documents, exchange messages in realtime, and eliminate labor associated
with document stare and compare.

at each step in the process,
how long each step is expected to take, who they can contact at each step if follow-up is
required, what steps are next,
and what steps have already
been successfully completed.
So, if you want to win the
loyalty of your borrower, you
must do more than accept
their application online. Instead, provide each borrower
with a personalized roadmap
so that the borrower is always
in the loop. A great borrower
experience (and one that creates referrals) means nurturing each borrower so that this
highly emotional transaction
becomes one that is quick,
easy, and transparent.
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